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INTRODUCTION
is commonon

The Northern Pocket Gopher (Thomomystalpoides)
open range lands at high altitudes,

and range management personnel

have long been confronted with the problem of controlling
ulations.
little

Although some studies

or no injurious

effects

indicate

gopher pop-

that pocket gophers have

on range in good condition,

other stud-

of these animals can seriously

ies show that large populations

damage

seeded ranges and ranges in poor condition (Colorado State University
Exp, Stat.,

1960).

Julander,

Low, and Morris (1969) indicate

areas where gophers have reached populations

that in

of 27-39 gophers per acre,

forage removal by gophers may be from 4.75 to 7 pounds of fresh weight
vegetation

per acre per day.

This converts to 435-670 pounds of air-

dry plant material per acre per year.

On

depleted ranges this repre-

sents a large percentage of the total annual growth.

Hansen (1965) re-

ported that in 1961 gophers numbered 52 per acre on Black Mesa, Colorado,

Such a high density of gophers could have drastic

effects

on

range soils and vegetation.
Considerable research has been done by government agencies on
various methods of controlling

pocket gophers.

Colorado State University Experiment Station
these methods.
use of herbicides
(3) crop rotation,

Indirect
(2,4-D),

controls

Dixon (1922) and the

(1960) outlined some of

involve such practices

as (1) the

(2) water manipulation (flood-irrigation),

and (4) the encouragement and protection

of the

2

gopher's natural

predators.

Direct methods of control consist

the use of poison 1:aits (hand-1:aiting,

of (1)

probing methods, mechanical dis-

pensing, and mechanical burrow-building),

(2) control trapping (good

for small areas only), and (3) fumigating.

The primary methods that

have been used on a large scale 1:asis are those involving toxic baits.
It is not known what adverse effects
environment.
trolling

these substances may have on the

Even with their use, effective

pocket gophers on range lands still

economical means of conremain a problem (Kimbal,

Poulson, and Savage, 1970).
In 1968 it was noted by Uinta National Forest personnel that
in a.n area of high gopher activity

where a telephone line traversed

Strawberry Valley, Wasatch County,· Utah, there was a distinct
of gopher mounds around the base of each telephone pole.

absence

Closer ex-

amination of the area under the poles revealed the presence of rodent
hair and bones as well as fecal droppings of ra.ptorial

birds.

On Octo-

ber 18, 1968~ a. 12 foot pole with a six foot cross-beam was erected in
an area of high gopher activity.

One hundred thirty-one

were counted in a radius of 35 feet around the pole.

active mounds

One year later

on October 15, 1969, there were no active gopher mounds within a 37
foot radius of the pole, although gopher activity
over the total

area.

Indications

had not decreased

were that ra.ptors had effectively

used the pole as a hunting perch, and in so4oing
ber of gophers in the immediate locality

had reduced the num-

of the pole.

(Kimbal, et al.,

1970).
Raptorial

birds often use telephone poles, tree branches, and

fence posts as perches in order to spot their prey.
of a specific

perch concentrates

a given ra.ptor's

The habitual

use

hunting perimeter and

3
may result

in a reduction

of the prey species present.

It is possible

that raptor use of manipulated hunting perches may serve as an important
contro.l of undesirable

biological

this study was to test

rodent populations.

this hypothesis.

in areas of high gopher activity

ulations.

would be attract-

control the pocket gopher pop-

Such a method of rodent control is nontoxic to the environ-

ment and should have considerable
The specific

objectives

food of ra.ptors in the area,
raptors,

Hunting perches were placed

to see whether raptors

ed to the perches and in turn effectively

The purpose of

(3) the identity

appeal to environmentalists.
of this study a.re to determine (1) the

(2) how attractive

of the raptors

phone poles,

(4) the effect

the relative

numbers of alternate

of predation

the perches are to the

which use the perches and teleon gopher populations,

prey species.

and (5)

4

REVIEW
OF LITERATURE
&:ptors
There is considerable
regarding raptors.

general information in the literature

General descriptive

and informative works on a

world-wide l:asis are those by Brown and Amadon(1968) and Grossman and
Hamlet (1964a., 1964b).

General works covering North American raptors

are those by Bent (1937, 1938) May (1935), Sprunt (1955) and Doubleday (1905).

Of the above, those giving the most authoritative

rized information on raptor life histories

summa-

are Brown and Amadon(1968)

and Bent (193?, 1938).
Numerous works have been published dealing with predation and
the food habits of various raptors.

The following are some of the more

noteworthy works dealing with raptors encountered in this study.

The

location encompassed by each work is included,
Swainson•s Hawk (Buteo swainsoni).

Cameron (1913), Montana,

Bowles and Decker (1934), Washi.ngton; Stanford. (1934), Utah; White
(1966), Kansas.
Red-tailed

Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis).

gan; Fitch, Swenson, and Tillotsen
(1970), Montana; Luttich,

English (1934), Michi-

(1946), California;

Seidensticker

Rusch, Maslow, and Keith (1970),Alberta,

Canada.
American Kestrel,

Sparrow Hawk (Falco spa.rverius).

Heintzel-

man (1964), Pennsylvania; Roest (1957), Oregon.
Harrier,

Marsh Hawk (Circus cyaneus).

Breckenridge (1935),

Minnesota, Errington and Breckenridge (1938b), North-Central
Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus).
Alcorn (1942), Nevada; Burns (1952), Florida;

u. s.

Bond (1940), Nevadas
Brodie and Maser (1967),

5
Oregon; Seidensticker

(1968), Montana..

Long-ea.red Owl (Asio otus).

Warthin and Van Tyne (1922),

Michigan; Spiker (1933), Michigan; Armstrong (19.58), Michigan, Reynolds
(1970), Oregon,
Errington (1930, 1932a) described the methods and techniques
of ra.ptor food habit analysis,
pellet

analysis,

Moon (1940) wrote on pellet

tion, and Gla.ding, Tillotson,
as indicators
identified
ing pellets

and more specifically,

of food habits,

possible

methods of raptor

formation and identifica-

and Selleck (1943) studied raptor pellets
Brooks (1929a, 1929b) and Weir (1967)

sources of error and suggested precautions

and other food analysis

as absolute records of food taken.

There have been various studies

implying that raptors

published which involve attempts

of raptor predation on prey populations.

to analyze the effects

in us-

Works

do control and reduce prey populations are those

by Craighead and Craighead (1956), Miller

(1931), and Brown (1938).

Works by Errington

(1946, 19.56) tend to discount the idea that preda-

tion is a limiting

factor

as Schnell's

on prey populations,

(J. H,, 1968) support it.

Most studies dealing with raptor-prey
description
with raptors

while other works such
observations

of the hunting methods used by raptors,
in flight

(e.g.,

Many of these deal

Rudebeck, 1950), while others have des-

cribed the hunting and attack behavior of perched raptors
1971).

Fitch et al,

(1946) and Austing (1964) relate

of perches to Red-tailed

have some

Hawkhunting and territorial

(e.g.,

Grier,

the importance
behavior, while

Sprunt (1955) and May (1935) describe the use of hunting perches by
Swains.on•s Hawks, The importance of perches in the hunting technique

6
and roosting

of Great Horned Owls is presented

(1966), and Fitch (1947). The work of Ellis,
related

the habitual

perching of raptors

due to indiscriminate
Literature

Smith and Murphy (1969)

on utility

poles to mortality

shooting.

pertaining

cludes egg-collecting

by Austing and Holt

in Utah in-

to the ecology of raptors

notes (Wolf, 1928), population

ing eagles (Edwards, 1969), nesting studies

studies

of winter-

of the Golden Eagle, Great

Horned Owl, and Ferruginous Hawk (Murphy, Camenzind, Smith, and Weston,

1969), prey utilization
population

1971), raptor

trends (White, 1969), population dynamics and habitat

tion of breeding raptors
(Platt,

by nesting Golden Eagles (Arnell,

selec-

(Smith, 1971), and a survey of nesting raptors

1971a).
Pocket Gophers
Although the literature

on pocket gopher& is extensive,

only in the scope of this study to cover that related
interactions.

General works encompassing overall

it is

to predator-prey

ecologi.cal relation-

ships of pocket gophers in the West are those by Hovard and Childs (1959),
Miller (1963), Douglas (1969), and the Colorado State University
iment Station

(1960). All of these above works except that of Miller

mention the role of raptors
Scheffer

Exper-

as predators

of pocket gophers, as does

(1931).
Studies in Colorado on the relations

land vegetation

and soils

of pocket gophers to range

have been those of Hansen and Ward (1966) and

Hansen and Morris (1968); in Utah by Ellison (1946), Aldous (1951),
Lincoln and Aldous (1952), Julander (1959), Marston and Julander (1961),
and Julander, et al. (1969).

Keith, Hansen, and Ward (1959) and Tietjen,

7

Halvorson, Hegdal, and Johnson (1967) studied the effects

of herbicides

on gopher abundance in Colorado, and Hull (1971) substantiated
studies

with his work in Idaho.

these

Richens (1965), in Utah, and Turner

(1969), in Colorado, evaluated vegetation responses to gopher control.
There have been several studies
abundance of pocket gophers.

on methods of measuring the

Leading publications

in this

field

are

those by Hansen and Remmenga(1961), Reid, Hansen, and Ward (1966),
Richens (1965), and Beck and Hansen (1966). The latter

three publica-

tions deal with counting gopher mounds to census pocket gophers.

8

DESCRIPTION
OF STUDYAREA
Location
The study area encompasses two locales
Wasatch County, Utah (Fig. 1).

in Strawberry Valley,

The ma.in area of study is Sink Hollow
Strawberry Ranger

which is part of the East Daniels Cattle Allotment,
District,

Uinta National Forest.

The hollow is located in section

9

of township 2 south at range 12 west of the Uinta Special Meridian.
Field observations
and 16.

were also ma.dein parts of sections

J, 4,

Sink Hollow can be reached by automobile by following

Highway 40 east from Heber City, Utah (20 miles),

to

u. s.

10,

15,

u. S.

Forest

Development Road 70091• Turn north on road 70091 and proceed 2.4 miles
up the Strawberry River valley.

At this point (550 feet south of the

telephone line which crosses the road) turn west onto a narrow twotrack road which meanders for 0.9 miles west across the valley to the
Uinta Forest f'ence boundary.

Section nine is on the west side of this

fence and Sink Hollow is the little
separated

valley

just to the west which is

from the ma.in valley by the southern extension of Lookout

Hill (Fig. 2).
The area of lesser
lies

importance to the study is Big Flat which

west of Strawberry Reservoir on the Mud Creek Sheep Allotment,

Strawberry Ranger District,

Uinta National Forest.

dry meadowof about 40 acres which lies

Big Flat 1s a small

in the south one half of section

22 in township 3 south at range 12 west of the Uinta Special Meridian.
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can be reached by following u. s.

The flat

City, Utah (22.4 miles),
Road 70131.
Mud Creek dirt

to its

junction

Highway 40 east froa Heber

with U.

s.

Forest Development

Tum south onto road 70131 and proceed 3.1 llliles to the

road (U.

s.

west into the mountains.

Forest Development Road 70150) which runs
Big Flat is three miles up this road (Fig,

3).

Topography
Strawberry Valley ranges in elevation

from 7,.540feet above

sea level at the level of Strawberry Reservoir to 7,940 feet at Sink
Hollow.

The rolling

hills

and mountains surrounding the valley range

from 7,800 feet at the forested
the highest peaks.

At Sink Hollow the average elevation

floor is 7,920 feet,
(Fig.

4).

edges to over 10,000 feet on some of

and the surrounding hills

of,the

range up to 8,600 feet

Big Flat is on a west slope ranging in elevation

8,420 to 8,560 feet.

valley

The Strawberry Ridge rises

directly

from
west of Big

5). The slopes of the various hills and

Flat to over 9,000 feet (Fig.

mountains around the valley are mostly north and south facing and are
moderate to steep

(50%slope).

The drainage from these slopes runs

into the valley and eventually
has been diverted

by tunnels

into the reservoir,

except where water

and channels for use in the agricultural

areas of lower valleys.
The soils
of topsoil

in the area have variable

and a parent material.

foot level is sandstone,
elevations

profiles,

The basic material

with two layers
below the two

but a few outcrops of sandstone occur at higher

and on steep slopes

(Smith, 1965).
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Fig, 4.

Fig, 5,

Aerial photograph of the Sink Hollow study area.

Aerial photograph of the Big Flat study area.
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Climate
The major source of climatic

data is Smith (1969).

He notes

the temperature in the mountainous area of Strawberry Valley to be highnot only from month to month and day to day, but also from

ly variable,

The daily range is considerable

hour to hour.

with the minimumtemper-

ature at about sunrise and the maximumat one to three,
afternoon.

The daily mean falls

MDT,in the

near seven to eight p.m.

usually a cool month and ranges from minimumtemperatures
to maximumsof 74°-82° F.

July and

The minimumtemperature range for

July is 28°-41° F. and the maximumis 74°-94° F,

The hourly mean is

August's minimumrange is 18°-42° F. and the maximumrange

is 66°-92° F.

The hourly mean temperature for August is 42°-60° F,

September is similar

to June in temperature ranges.

21°-38° F. and the maximumis 68°-88° F.
In Strawberry Valley the greatest
cipitation

of 10°-38° F.

The hourly mean is about 54° F.

August are somewhat warmer months.
53°-61° F.

June is

The minimumis

The hourly mean is 43°-57° F.
pa.rt of the total

annual pre-

(28-30 inches) occurs in late summer, winter, and early spring.

The peak is generally

in January and February,

June is generally

a dry

month, but there is ample flow of water in the streams and springs due
to snowmelt,
sporadically

In mid-July the summer thunder storms begin and continue
into early September.

quite localized

These thunder storms are usually

and of short duration.

There is usually a heavy mist

over the valley in the early morning hours, especially
evening thunder showers, which quickly dissipates
At high elevations

the first

after

night or

with the rising

sun.

snowstorms usually occur 1n late

September or early October, but the ground usually does not become per-

15
manently covered until

late November. In 1970 the first

October 10, about two inches in depth.
September 3, which consisted

snows came on

In 1971 the first

snow was on

of 4 inches on the valley floor.

most of this had melted by the following day.

However,

Most of the aspen-fir

zone and valley floor is free of snow by late Ma.y,although the ground

may be still

very wet and the roads impassible.

the protected north facing slopes snow persists

In the high areas and
well into June.

Relative humidity in the mountain community has a predictable
pattern.

It reaches its daily low from two to four in the afternoon

and its high shortly after

midnight.

The high persists

until

sunrise.

The range of the hourly mean at ground surface is from 53-83%during

the aummer months.
High winds are uncommon,although they were experienced,
ticularly

in the latter

pa.rt of May. The general wind pattern

parin all

kinds of weather was light daytime and evening breezes with no wind at
night.

Slight morning down-canyon breezes and evening up-canyon breezes

are common.

Vegetation
The valley floor in the Sink Hollow area is mainly a grassl&ndforb type with a sagebrush overstory.

The vegetative

area was done by Uinta National Forest personnel

transect

analysis

for the

on June 22, 1970.

was run from each of the three perches using the Forest Service

Site Analysis method. A 9,6 square foot plot was used at intervals

20, 40, 60, and 80 feet.
Table 1.

One

In addition

The results

to the vegetation

of the analysis

of

are presented in

on the valley floor,

the hills

16

Table 1,

Vegetative analysis

of Sink Hollow study area,
Percent composition
by dry weight

Plant Species
CommonName
Grasses,
Onion Grass

Scientific

Name

Melica bulbosa

Perch
no. l

Perch Perch
no. 2 no. 3

10

2

2

Letterman Needlegrass

Stipa. letterma.nnii

3

2

6

Kentucky Bluegrass

Poa pratensis

0

26

0

Wheatgrass

Agropyron spp.

0

0

l

Bromegrass

Bromus spp.

0

0

1

Total

lJ

JO

10

Forbs1
Vetch

Vicia sp,

trace

0

0

Violet

Viola sp.

16

2

1

Geranium

Geranium sp.

1

1

0

Groundsel

Senecio integerrimus

23

22

12

Yarrow

Achillea

20

)

2

Low Larkspur

Delphinium nelsonii

2

0

0

Dandelion

Tara:x:acumofficinale

4

l

l

Thistle

Cirsium sp.

10

0

1

Mountain Dandelion

Agoseris glauca

2

0

0

millefolium

1?

Table 1.

(continued)
Percent composition
by dry weight

Plant Species
CommonName
Unidentified

Scientific

Name

Annuals

Perch Perch Perch
no. 1 no. 2 no. J
1

3

2

0

0

trace

Cinquef'oil

Potentilla

Eriogonum

Eriogonum umbellatum

0

0

1

Lily (blue)

Lilium sp.

0

0

1

Old Ma.n's Whiskers

Geumtriflorum

0

0

1

Dock

sp.
Rume:x:

0

0

79

32

-65

8

37

24

577

487

4J6

Percent Covers
Ba.re Ground

10

3

12

Vegetation

88

97

86

Litter

2

0

0

Pavement

0

0

2

sp.

Total
Browses
Silver Sage

A;i;;:temisiacana

4J

Total dry weight and percent cover
Total dry weight per acre (lbs,)
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and slopes surrounding the valley harbor different
On the south facing slopes are considerable

tridentata)

vegetative

types.

Big Sagebrush (Artemisia

and Mulesear (Wyethia amplexicaulis).

West and east facing

slopes are covered ma.inly by stands of Qua.kingAspen (Populus tremuloides)

with varied understories

(Smphoricarpos

of browse species such as Snowberey

oreophilus) and Chokecherry (Prunus virginia.na).

the north and northeast

On

facing slopes are mixed conifer stands which

blend into the aspen stands on their perimeters,
are the Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta),

The conifers present

White Fir (Abies concolor),

and Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga. menziesi),
Big Flat is a dry meadowarea completely surrounded by aspen
Predominant plants in the meadowarea are Tarweed (Madia

stands.

glomerata),
acemosa),

Bluebell (Mertensia arizonica),

Snowberry

Western Coneflower (Rudbeckia occidentalis),

(§.. oreophilus),

(Stellaria

Red Elderberry (Sambucus

White Polemonium (Polemonium foliosissimum),

;ia.mesiana), knotweed (Polygonum spp.),

bromegrass (Bromus spp,),
(Penstemo.n spp,),

Starwort

vetch (Vicia spp,),

needlegra.ss (Sti;pa. letterma.nnii),

Western Yarrow (Achillea millefolium),

penstemon

and Slender

Wheatgra.ss (Agropyron tra.chycaulUJ11). So11eof the north facing slopes
in the vicinity

of Big Flat are covered by conifers.

ly Engelmann Spruce (Picea. engelma.nnii),
and Alpine Fir (Ables J.asiocarpa.).

These are main-

Blue Spruce (Picea _pungens),

Quaking Aspen (F_. tremuloides)

is

also present on these slopes (Smith, 1965).
Animal Influents
The montane community of Stmwberry Valley hosts a variety

of
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faunal life.

A

species list

summers of 1970 and 1971.

was kept of all animals observed during the
This together

with Smith's (1965) listing

of

those mammalsfound on the MudCreek Sheep Allotment, gives a good
picture

of the type of animals which inhabit
The invertebrate

be concentrations

the area.

fauna is quite diverse,

of specific

although there seem to

kinds during periods of the summer season.

In June mosquitoes (Diptera) are prevalent

in the moist, grassy areas.

In July the predominant insects are other diptera.ns (deer flies,
flies,

and blow flies).

horse

In August there is a great abundance of grass-

hoppers (Orthoptera).

Other invertebrate

(Homoptera), a variety

of beetles

influents

(Coleoptera),

are the cicadas

hymenopterans, a.nd

lepidopterans.
Vertebrate

are many, and all classes are represented.

influents

There were only a few reptiles

and amphibians recorded.

Several species

of colubrid snakes were seen in the mesic grassland habitat

around Sink

Hollow. During the early summer runoff period the Leopa.:rdFrogs (.Bini,
pipiens)

and large Western Toads (Bufo bo;mas) were frequently

in the shallow streamlets
The persistent

observed

and pools of Sink Hollow's grassy bottom area.

summer pools and especially

Hollow provided favorable habitat

the stock water hole in Sink

for larval and adult Tiger Salamanders

(Ambystoma.tigrinum).
There is a variety
Valley area.

of mammalian species found in the Strawberry

The following list

includes those seen during this study

plus those recorded by Smith (1965)1
Long-tailed

Vole (Microtus longica.udus)

Mountain Vole (Microtus montanus)
Western JUlllping Mouse (Zapus princeps)
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Least Chipmunk (Euta.mias minimus)
Uinta Chipmunk (Eutamias umbrinus)
Boreal Redba.ckVole (Clethrionomys

gapperi)

Deer Mouse (Peromyscus ma.niculatus)
Vag:ca.ntShrew (Sorex vagrans)
Northern Pocket Gopher (Thomomystalpoides)
Long-tailed Weasel (Mustela frenata)
Short-tailed

Weasel (Mustela erminea)

Uinta Ground Squirrel
Yellow-bellied
Red Squirrel

(Spermophilus armatus)

Marmot (Marmota flaviventris)
(Tamiasciurus hudsonicus)

Porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum)
Beaver (Castor ca.na.densis)
Badger (Taxidea taxus)
Snowshoe Rabbit (Lepus americanus)
Bobcat (Ianz rufus)
Coyote (Canis latrans)
Mule Deer (Odocoileus hemionus)
Elk (Cervus canadensis)
The avifauna is the most diverse class o£ vertebrates
the Strawberry Valley community. The following list
birds recorded during the time of this studya
Golden Eagle (Aguila chrysaetos)
Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo ja.maicensis)
Swainson's Hawk (Buteo sw.insoni)
Marsh Hawk, Harrier (Circus cyaneus)
Sparrow Hawk, Kestrel (Falco spa.rverius)

found in

contains all those
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Great Horned Owl(~

virginianus)

Long-ea.red Owl (Asio otus)

Turkey Vulture (Cathartes 1ura.)
Raven (Corvus cora.x)
Magpie (!!!a ~)
Sandhill

Crane (Grus ca.nadensis)

Morning Dove (Zenaidura ma.eroura)
Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus)
Blue Grouse (Dendragapus obscurus)
Mountain Bluebi:t'd (Sialia

currueoides)

Say's Phoebe (Sayornis ~

Common
Nighthawk (Chordeiles minor)
Sage Thrasher (Oreoscoptes montanus)
Spotted Sandpiper (Actitis

ma.cularia)

Killdeer (CharadJ::ius vocife:rus)
Horned Iark (Eremophila al:R§stris)
Western Meadowlark (Sturnella

neglecta)

Brewer's Blackbi:rd (Eupha.gus cyanocephalus)
Red-winged Blackbi:rd (Agelaius phoeniceus)
Tree Swallow (Iridoprocne

bicolor)

Mallard (Anas pl.atyrhynchos)
Red-shafted Flicker
Yellow-bellied

(Cola.ptes ca.fer)

Sapsucker (SJ?hyra.picus varlus)

Hairy Woodpecker (Dendrocopus villosus)

White-crowned Spa.rrow(Zonotrichia
Brewer's Sparrow (Spizella. breweri)
Brown Towhee (Pipilo

fuscus)

leucophrys)
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Green-tailed

Towhee (Pipilo

chlorurus)

Grey-headed Junco (Junco hvema.lls caniceps)
Western Tanager (Pira.nga ludoviciana)
Pine Siskin (Spinus pinus)
Vesper Sparrow (Pooecetes gra.mineus)
Robin (Turd.us migratorius)
Mountain Chickadee (Parus gambeli)
Grazing and HumanUtilization
The most important influence upon the Strawberry Valley area.
is livestock

grazing.

There is a long history

and surrounding mountains.

Portions of the area are still

from heavy grazing abuse inflicted
administration

prior to the initiation

recovering
of grazing

by the National Forest Service in 1906 (Smith, 1965).

The MudCreek Allotment has been steadily
this time.

of grazing in the valley

used by sheep before and since

The East Daniels Allotment has been summer range for cattle,

and sheep, but more recently

near Sink Hollow separates

just for cattle.

The forest

boundary fenc3

the Ea.st Daniels Cattle Allotment fro•

Strawberry Water Users Association land on the east which is used for
sheep summer range.
Most of Strawberry Valley's
ship has been treated

bottom range under private

with herbicides

to kill

owner-

the willows and sagebrush.

The East Daniels Cattle Allotment was sprayed by the Forest Service with

2,4-D in July 1970 to control sagebrush.

Limited areas were left un-

sprayed around ea.ch of the three hunting perches.
other uses of the natural

resources in Strawberry Valley have

been aspen and conifer logging~ and the mowing of the valley grasses
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for hay by early residents

of Heber Valley.

In the 1850s'Johnston•s

Army used the Strawberry River valley to summer pasture their
The army's old firing

line can still

be detected near Sink Hollow.

other uses of the area by humans a.re restricted
ationa.l activities

which include fishing,

and sight-seeing,

Strawberry Reservoir receives

fishing

pressure of any area in the state.

trout fishery.

livestock.

hunting,

ma.inly to rec::ce-

camping, pienicing,
some of the heaviest

It is well known for its
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METHODS
ANDPROCEDURES
Field work was conducted from June 18, 1970, to October 11,
1970, and from May 26, 1971, to October 22, 1971,
the study area was visited

During these times

on an average of twice a week,

ing and ending date for field

The start-

work each summer depended on road passa-

bility.
Hunting perches for raptor use were ma.defrom disca.l.'ded telephone poles and dead aspen logs.
attached

Five to six foot cross-arms were

to one end of each pole,

The perches were then set up 1n

what appeared to be areas of high pocket gopher activity
Perch no. l (12 feet high) was previously

installed

(Fig. 2).

by Forest Service

personnel on October 18, 1968, near the junction of the fQrest boundary
On June 18, 1970, perch no. 2

fence and the Sink Hollow access road,

(16.5 feet high) "Wasplaced 175 yards NNWof perch no, 1 and 275 yards
south of the telephone line which transects

the valley.

On the same

date perch no, 3 (20.5 feet high) was erected in Sink Hollow a.bout 115
yards south of the stock water hole,

Flat "Wasset up a month later
were left

The perch (18 feet high) on Big

on July 22, 1970,

All of these perches

standing at the conclusion of the study period,
A search for ra.ptor nests in the Sink Hollow area

at the beginning of each summer season,

were seen frequenting

conducted

The timber stands within one

and one-half miles of the.,hollow were searched for possible
Whenraptors

was

a likely

nests,

nesting area, it was also
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searched to see whether a nest existed there.
Several methods were used to detect raptor use of the hunting
perches and telephone poles.

Direct ocular observations

were made 1n .

the field with the use of 7 X 35mmbinoculars and a 20 X 60mmspotting
scope.

4X metascope was used to detect

An infrared

at night,

The identity,

location,

tors seen were recorded,

Pictures

owl use of perches

and behavioral activities

of all rap-

of raptors using perches were taken

with a 35mmSLRcamera, equipped with a 500 mmtelephoto lens.
June 29 to August 18, 1971, a motion picture detecting

From

device was set.

up 50 feet south of perch no. 1 to detect bird use of the perch (Fig, 6),
The camera unit had a. built-in

infrared

detector

which triggered

the

camera when there ns any movementin. front of it,

The fila

era was changed at intervals

After processing,

of two to three days.

1n the ca.a-

the film was analyzed, and the birds appearing in 1t were identified

and

their frequency and time of appearance recorded,
Indirect

evidence of ra.ptor use of perches and telephone poles

was also obtained
tated pellets~
and 8).

by

searching under the perches and poles for regurgi-

prey remains, feathers,

and fecal droppings

The presence of each of these items was recorded.

prey remains~ and feathers
poles were regularly
were later

These

for emmination.

were identified

comparing them with appropriate
{Fig, 9),

and placed 1n 3" X 5" envelopes,

taken to the laboratory

sected by separating

The pellets,

from nests and under perches and telephone

collected

Raptor feathers

(Figs, 7

as accurately

study skins.

as possible by

Raptor pellets

were dis-

hair matter from bone and other solid prey remains

The contents of raptor pellets

examined by the use of a dissecting

and other

prey

remains were

microscope and a hand lens.

Prey
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Fig. 6. Ca.memdetecting device set up by perch no. 1 with perch no. 2
and main telephone line in l:ackground.

Fig. 7. Assorted mptor

pellets

found under perches and telephone

poles.
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Fig, 8, Assorted skulls and osseous remains found under perches and
telephone poles,

Fig. 9• Dissected raptor pellets

showing fur and osseous remains.
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individuals

were identified

characteristics.

according to osseous and morphological

Mammalianprey were identified

bone .and hair characteristics.

Skulls and study skins of prepared

museumspecimens helped substantiate
prey.

from teeth and/or

Insect remains in pellets

were easily identifiable

Avian prey remains were few, and they were classified
priate

of mammalian

the identification

to order.

to the appro-

order.
It was impossible in all but a few cases to determine the

specific

raptor source of regurgitated

limited circumstances,
area that a specific

pellets

pellets.

However, in a few

were located under a perch or in an

hawk or owl was known to frequent.

Pellets

found

in such places were assumed to be from that known bird unless the characteristics

of the pellet

To determine,the
Sink Hollow, a plot,

otherwise (see Moon, 1940).

indicated
relative

numbers of alternate

prey species in

one square acre, around each perch was trapped for

three consecutive nights using a 10 X 10 grid of 100 traps.

In 1970, trapping was done from

done once for each sununer period.
August 18 to August 27.

Young live-traps

mesh were used with oatmeal 1:ait.

from July 27 to August

so snap-traps

(MuseumSpecials)

species earlier

inch wire

5. Live-traps were not available

were used with a ls.it mixture of oat-

meal, peanut butter, and 'tacon grease.
due to availability

there would be a difference

with one quarter

In 1971, trapping was done about one

month earlier

was partially

This was

The change in trapping period

of traps and an attempt to find if

in the relative

nU.lllbersof small mammal

in the season.

In order to establish

the relative

abundance of pocket gopher&

and determine whether there was a reduction in gopher mounds near the
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hunting perches at the end of the first
(Sept. 25-27).

The method used was to destroy all apparent mounds in

(37 foot radius)

a 0.10 acre circle

circle

season, mound counts were 118.d.e

around each perch and in a 0.10 acre

with a center point at 100 feet from each perch.

formed in these circles
pared.

The new aounds

in a 48 hour period were then counted and com-

Similar 0.10 acre mound counts were ma.deat the end of the 1971
7), but at this time no mounds were destroyed

season (Sept. 28--0ct.

before the count, and all fresh mounds, those with loose soil,

were

counted.
Another method was used to determine changes 1n gopher population nlllllbers at the conclusion of the study (Sept. 28--0ct.

7). Tran-

sect counts of the fresh gopher mounds, those with loose soil,

were

made from each of the perches and one pole of the ma.in telephone line
in the Sink Hollow area.

Transect counts were also ma.defrom the perch

on Big Flat.

The method used was to select

a 360° scale,

from each point of reference

Each direction

The new gopher mounds

0.01 acre plots along each transect

from the perch and moving out.

The plots were measured by us-

ing a 6.6 X 6.6 foot J/4 inch conduit rectangle,

which was flipped

over end 50 times along each of the four transects
mound counts per each point of reference.
the four transects

ship or correlation

The total

for a total

end

of 200

area. included in.

was two acres.

The transect
gression analysis

on

(perch or telephone pole).

was in a separate 900 quadrant.

were then counted in 50 consecutive

starting

four random directions,

counts were then statistically

analyzed by re-

to determine if there was a significant
between the distance

ber of new gopher mounds present.

relation-

from each perch and the nwa-
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RESULTS
Raptor Nests
The search conducted through the tiaber
during the 19?0 season revealed no raptor

stands in Sink Hollow

nests within a mile of the

hollow.

In 1971 the search area wa.s broadened to include all

possible

nesting areas within at least

A small inactive

located
active

nest,

in a conifer

possibly

a 1.5 mile radius

that of a Kestrel

of the hollow.

or an accipiter,

on the ridge just north of Sink Hollow.

nest found was that of a Long-eared Owl in the hills

side of the Strawberry River valley
the hollow was a little
among a mixed conifer

over a mile.

(Fig. 2).

the

The actual

The only
on the east

distance

and aspen stand on a northeast

facing slope.
visited

on June 18.

They were covered with down and were no more than ·two weeks old.
were seen in the area.

nest was being searched.
this time.

seven pellets

were collected

On several

flying

One owl pellet

and pellets

stands revealed
Hawk nest several

was taken from the nest at

on July 7, the owlets were gone

remained.

During this visit

no raptor

a total

of

from the nest area.

occasions during both seasons raptors

in and out of conifer

Both

They screeched and whined while the.

When the nest was visited

and only feathers

from

The nest was in a small White Fir

There were two owlets in the nest when it was first

parents

t1a.s

stands in the area,

nests.

were observed

but a search of these

There may have been a Red-tailed

miles to the east,

on the other side of the hills

froa
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the main valley.

Adult Red-tails

direction

times during June of 1971, and subadult Red-tails

several

were seen flying

in and from that

were observed chasing and soaring in that general area during August of
both 1970 and 1971.
Seasonal Variation
There was a specific

in Raptor Numbers and Occurrence
trend to raptor

occurrence in the Sink

Hollow study area during both 1970 and 1971 (Fig. 10).
pa.ttenis

by various raptor

species

showed seasonal

out of the area.

The number of birds present

Utilization

of movement into and

of any one species also

depended on the seasonal aspect.
In the spring during the snowmelt period Strawberry Valley was
probably frequented

by migrant and nesting

perches and telephone

poles.

tors in the valley,
time.

Red-tail

pa.rt of June.

which use the hunting

Evidence of this was the numerous pellets

and prey remains found in the latter
the migrants passed through,

raptors

pa.rt of May, 1971.

Red-tailed

Hawks were the prominent rap-

although any nesting

owls were also present

use of the hollow area was observed until
At this

er areas or to their

time the Red-tails

specific

During the latter
the Sink Hollow area.

nesting

Once most of

the latter

seemed to move into the high-

sites.

pa.rt of June the Swa.inson's Hawk appeared in

One particularly

dark phase Swainson's frequent-

ed the perches and telephone poles in the area from the first
July until
latter
at least

the last

of August both years.

pa.rt of July to the latter
two different

at this

pa.rt of

Several times from the

pa.rt of August of 1970, there were

Swainson•s Hawks in the Sink Hollow area.

F.a.rly

in August, 1971, the dark phase Swa.inson's which had been in the area. for

Red-tailed

Hawk

Swainson's Hawk

1970
1971
1971
1970

Harrier

----

none observed

1970

-

1971
1970

none observed

1971
1970
1971
June

Fig. 10.
---(at

-
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Great Horned Owl

Golden Eagle

1971

1970

Kestrel

Long-eared Owl

1970

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Occurrence of raptor species in Sink Hollow area, 1970 & 1971.
birds),=====(4
plus birds).
least one bird),---c(2-3
~

:n
a month or more was joined by a typically-colored
two darker-colored,

sul::adult bi:rds.

adult Swa.inson•s and

During August several Swainson's

Hawks were observed in the hollow and other adjoining
berry Valley.

The Swainson's migrated from the area by ea.rly September.

Red-tailed

Hawks were again the prominent large raptors

the valley from the first
Red-tails

areas of Straw-

of September through October.

from the various nesting sites

started

Newly-fledged

to move into the lower

valley as early as the second week of August, while adults
the higher area until
valley until

Septeaiber,

Red-tails

forced out by climatic

found 1n

lingered

1n

then seemed to stay in the

conditions.

An

ad.ult Red-tailed

Hawkwas observed in Sink Hollow as late as October 22, 1971, after
there had been two major snow storms.
Kestrels
few until

were in the valley all sea.son long.

about the latter

and were very numerous until
after

Their numbers were

pa.rt of July when they gradually
mid-September,

increased,

Their numbers decreased

this time, but one Kestrel was seen in the area on October 22,

1971.
Harriers

were not observed in the Sink Hollow area. during the

1970 season, but were present during 1971.

They appeared in the area

during August, and one bi:rd wa.s observed as late as October 22.
of those birds observed during 1971 were either

juveniles

All

or adult fe-

•les.
The presence and movement of owls in the area were d4ffimll.t to
detect.

Evidence of the Great Homed Owl's presence in Sink Hollow was

confined to feathers

found under perches and roosting

occurrence of noctumal

hooting,

At least

trees and the

one Great Homed Owl was

present pa.rt of the 1970 sea.son between mid-July and mid-Septe~bar.

)4

In 1971 there was some evidence of the large owl's presence 1n late June
and again in September.
Occurrence of the active Long-ea.red Owl nest in mid-June, 1971,
with live young indicated

that these birds were in the area at least

mid-May. Some of them proba.bly stayed as late as October.

by

A Long-eared

Owl was observed at night along the MudCreek road on August 31, and
another bird which appeared to be a Long-eared Owl was seen at first
dark

in Sink Hollow on October 7, 1971.
Other raptorial

and Turkey Vultures.

birds observed in the valley were Golden Eagles
Eagles were seen once each year, and vultures

several time&,especially

in the Big Flat area.

Ravens were observed

on a few occasions throughout the summer in Strawberry Valley.

A pair

of Sandhill Cranes were in the Sink Hollow area during 1970 and 1971.
They successfully
birds frequented

raised

one young bird during the 1971 season.

These

the area around the stock water hole in Sink Hollow.
Ra.ptor Interaction

Raptors were often heard screeching
in their

territory.

vocal warnings.
aggression

their def~ce

However, this interaction
Several instances

of territorial

at intruders

did not always stop at
display and active

on the pa.rt of one raptor toward another were observed.

On

July Jl, 1970, two dark phase Swa.inson's Hawks were seen screeching and
making passes at each other a.long the fence line in Sink Hollow.

Again

on August 20, two Swa.inson•s, possibly the same two, were observed contending above the hollow.

One chased the other into the timber on the

west side and then returned alone.

Four days later,

one of the dark

Svainson •s Hawks made several passes at a large Red-tail

which ~.mdered
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into the area over perch no. 2.
During 1971 similar
was considerable

raptor

territorial

display

Sink Hollow during the latter
moving into the area.
perched in different

interaction

part of August when young Red-tails

started

were three Swa.inson's Hawks

on Lookout Hill,

ternoon three immature Red-tailed
the Swa.inson's started

There

exerted by Swainson's Hawks around

On August 28 there

trees

was also observed,

About 1100 p.m. in the af-

Hawks soared over the hollow.

to screech in open defiance,

and after

All of

a few

minutes one Swainson's was observed diving from great heights down upon
the intruding

Red-tails

Kestrels
In the afternoon

which soon departed.

were also observed contending with other raptor
of June 28, a Kestrel

species,

was seen diving and actually

hit-

ting two Golden Eagles which were soaring low over the east hills,
early September of 1971, a Kestrel
tailed

In

was observed harra.ssing an adult Red-

Hawk near the ma.in telephone line,
There did not appear to be any territorial

the Harriers

and other ra.ptor species
Raptor Utilization

The ra.ptorial

interaction

between

in the Sink Hollow area.

of Perches and Telephone Poles

birds which used the perches and telephone poles

in this study were Red-tailed

Hawks, Swainson•s Hawks, Great Homed Owls,

Long-eared Owls, and American Kestrels.

Raptor use of these hunting

perches for taking prey was a commonoccurrence.
es and .peles,,were for preening,

resting,

Other uses of the perch-

and possibly

territorial

surveil-

lance,
The best use indices
be actual

sightings

of the various perches and poles proved to

of birds using them and the frequency of pellets,

J6
prey remains, and raptor feathers
posits

found under them (Table 2).

Fecal de-

were also helpful in determining recent use of perches and tele-

phone poles.
Preference for a specific

perch changed seasonally

as well as

from year to year according to the habits of the various birds in the
area.
Perch

They used the cross-•bea.ms and the tops of the poles equally well.

No. l

•
In 1970, perch no. 1 was used more than the other perches in

Sink Hollow.

Its total

use ns

comparable to the combined use of all

the poles of the ma.in telephone line.

The major use of the perch was

in July and August, and the primary raptor using the perch

concentrated

during this time was the dark phase Swainson•s Hawk.
Perch no. l also received good use by raptors
signs indicated
September.

that utilization

The camera detecting

in 1971, although

was spread out from mid-June to lliddevice which was set up to record mp-

tor use of perch no. 1 in 1971 showed that the perch was being used bymany different

kinds of birds.

Small passerines;

such as MeadowLa.rks, Merning Doves, and KestrelsJ
detected. on the perch.

Hawks also used the perch.

14-15 daylight days that the camera operated,

Swainson's Hawkwas detected on 11 of them.
as ma.ny as three times a day, usually

Perch

and large hawks were

The primary raptor using the perch was the dark

phase Swainson's Hawk, although Red-tailed
Of the approximately

J18diW11-sized.
birds

This bird visited

the

the perch

in the moming and evening hours.

No.2
Raptor use of perch no. 2 was only slight

occurred ma.inly in July and August.

during 1970, and

The primary raptor obs,.3r,1ed.on
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Table 2. Cumulative monthly signs of large raptor utilization
ing perches and telephone poles in Sink Hollow, 1970 & 1971.

Utilization
Signs
Perch No. 11
Pellets

June

Aug.

July

Sept.

Oct.

of hunt-

Totals

70 71 70 71 70 71 70 71 70 71

70

71

0

3

9

3

7

2

0

1

0

0

16

9

Prey Remains

0

0

0

2

2

2

0

2

0

0

2

6

Raptor Feathers

0

lu

lb

Jb

0

lu

lb

0

0

0

2

5

0

4

3

0

0

3

0

2

0

0

3

9

Prey Rema.ins

0

1

0

3

0

0

2

5

0

2u lu

0

2
1
2u
lo lb

0

Raptor Feathers

0
2b

lb

0

0

0

7

3

0

1

0

0

1

4

0

6

0

J

1

14

Prey Rema.ins

0

2

0

l

0

0

0

0

0

5

Raptor Feathers

0

lb

0

lb

lo

2 0
7b
2u lb

0

0

0

2

11

9

2

0

2

6

2

0

0

15

21

Perch No. 21
Pellets

Perch No. Js
Pellets

Main Telephone Linea
0 15
Pellets
Prey Rema.ins

0

3

3

4

0

13

0

1

0

0

3

21

Raptor Feathers

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Old Telephone Linea
Pellets

0

2

0

0

0

8

0

1

0

0

0

11

Prey Remains

0

0

0

0

0

J

0

1

0

0

0

4

Raptor Feathers

0

0

0

0

0

Jb 0

0

0

0

0

J

9 19

0

3

Total

0

b, buteo feather;

35 28 16 16 54
o, owl feather;

u, unidentified

53 127

raptor feather.

the perch was the Swainson•s Hawk, although Great Homed Owl use was also
evidenced in the latter

pa.rt of August when feathers

were found under the

perch,
Utilization
approximately

of this perch increased

considerably

equal to the use obtained by perch no, 1,

tended from late May to the latter

pa.rt of September,

1n

1971 and was

Ra.ptor use exIt is not known

which ra.ptors used the perch 1n the early pa.rt of the summer, wt the
Swainson•s Hawk was observed using it during July

and.

August,

Perch No, 3
There were very few signs of large ra.ptor use of perch no, J

during 1970, but there was considerable
feather

evidence of Kestrel use.

found under the perch in August confirmed the visit

A

of a Great

Homed Owl,
of perch no, 3 increased

Ra.ptor utilization
19?1,

It was used slightly

considerably

more than the other two perches,

during

Most of

the use, however, was in August by an adult Swainson's Hawk (Fig, 11).
There ns also extensive

use by Red-tailed

Hawks 1n September and Octo-

ber,
Ma.in Telephone

Line

The poles of the main telephone line were used consistently
raptors

by

from July through September, 1970. The cross-beams on these

poles have wires on only the south arm,
tops of the poles were most frequently

The l:are. north arms and the
used.

the poles of the telephone line considerably
along with numerous Kestrels,

Red-tailed

poles in late August and in September.

Swa.inson•s Hawks utilized.
during July and August,

Hawks were observed. on the

39

Fig. 11.

Swa.inson's Hawkon hunting perch.
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Use of the main telephone line increased in 1971 due to the increased numbers of ra.ptors in the area, especially
During this period,
ber.

Swainson•s Hawks.

was spread from late May through Septem-

utilization

Again, the Swainson's Hawk was observed using the poles during

July and August, while Red-tails

used them in September.

Kestrels

were

numerous on the poles throughout the summer.
There seemed to be a preference

exibited

by the large raptors

in the Sink Hollow area to use those telephone poles west of the forest

boundary fence more than those east of the fence, and they seldom used
the telephone poles between the Strawberry River and the valley road.

OldTelephone
An

Line

old telephone line,

la.eking wire and cross-arms,

diverges

from the main line in the middle of the Strawberry River valley and runs

SSWacross the valley and over the hills

to the head of Daniels Canyon.

The poles of this line received very little
in 1970, however, Kestrels

if any use by large raptors

were often observed frequenting

these poles

throughout the summer.
In 1971 there was considerable
raptors

as well as by Kestrels,

use of the old pole line by large

There was slight

use 1n late June and

increased use in July and early August by the dark phase Swainson's
Hawk, Red-tailed

Hawks were observed using these old poles for hunting

during September and October.
Big Flat Perch

The perch on Big Flat showed use by raptors
11as erected in July, 1970,
found under it,

Although no pellets

fecal deposits

and feathers

shortly after

it

or prey :remains were

were found often enough to

'+l
indicate

that it was being used on a somewhat infrequent

late September.

bl.sis until

Feathers picked up near the perch were those of a Great

Homed Owl.
were found at the beginning of the 1971

Although three pellets

season, there were only infrequent

signs of use of the Big Flat perch

from early June to early October.

Again, feathers

use by Great Horned Owls.

indicated

Raptor Utilization
other ra.ptor activity
dition

found under the perch

of Tree Perches

in the study areas was observed in ad-

to the use of manipulated hunting perches and telephone poles.

Some birds were seen flying or soaring,

while others were sitting

the ground or perched in trees • .Ba.re branches on conifers
were frequented

by the diurnal

ra.ptors in the valley.

on

and aspens

In many cases

the trees used to perch in were dead or had dead branches, and they
were located along the tops of the hills
es

were especially

cast days.

utilized

These tree pere~1-

on calm, windless days or on stormy, OTer-

While perched in these trees,

defiance at both other raptors

and ridges.

hawks often screeched their

and humans who intruded into their

ter-

ritory.
In 1970 an old dead aspen was located about 100 yards west of
the Big Flat perch.
raptors

This tree had obviously been used for some time by

as a hunting perch.

droppings under the tree.
down and was prostrate

There were numerous broken pellets

During the following winter this old tree fell

on the ground during the 1971 season.

another aspen with a dead branch on it was used by a Red-tailed
Big Flat.

and fecal

This tree was about 200 feet NNWof the perch.

However,
Hawk on

A broken pellet

42

was collected

from under the tree after

the Red-tail

As ll8ntioned above, some raptorial
the ground.

This was especially

was

flushed.

bi:cds were seen sitting

on

true with the few Marsh Hawks (Harriers)

seen in the Sink Hollow area during the 1971 season; however, they often
perched 1n a clump of sagebrush.

Immature Red-tailed

Hawks were seen

seve:cal times on the ground near the valley road or on the hillside.
was also a commonsight to see a raptor sitting

on a mound of earth such

as the stock water hole eml::ankmentin Sink Hollow.
some broken pieces of another were collected

It

A large

pellet

and

on this embankment on Septem-

ber 18, 1971.
Prey Analysis
Perch

No.1
E:xam.ination of the 16 :captor pellets

found under perch no. 1 .

during 1970 revealed the remains of 16 pocket gophers, one Microtus,
and five unidentified
a beetle elytron,

cricetids.

five fir needles,

Other items found in the pellets
and 13 berries.

were

Other prey reu.ins

found during 1970 were osseous remains of two pocket gophers and feathers
of a pa.ssertne bi:rd.
Analysis of the nine ra.ptor pellets

found under perch no. 1 dur-

ing the 1971 season revealed the remains of nine pocke·t gophers, one
Peromyscus, one Microtus, and two shrews (Sorex sp.).
in the pellets

Other items found

were pieces of ba.rk and two insect remains.

Osteo-frag-

rnents and prey parts found under perch no. 1 accounted for an additional
five pocket gophers, one Microtus, one ground squirrel,

and one l&gomorph.

Perch No. 2
Examination of the three intact

raptor pellets

and sever.al other

43
cattle-trampled

found under perch no, 2 during 19?0 revealed

pellets

the osseous remains of two pocket gophers, one unidentified
and a ground squirrel.
separate

had five pieces of lane in it,

One pellet

ground squirrel

cricetid,
A

mandible was also found.

Analysis of the 12 pellets

found under the perch during the 19?1

season revealed remains of at least seven pocket gophers, one lagomorph,
one ground squirrel,
the pellets
remains.

an unidentified

were from Kestrels

cricetid,

and one Sorex,

and contained only insect

Other prey individuals

from analysis

exoskeleton

of bone fragments and

prey remains were three pocket gophers and one ground squirrel,
occasions unidentified
Perch No.

1
found under perch no. 3 during 1910 contained

osseous remains of two gophers and one unidentified
Examination of the 14 pellets
vealed remains of at least

dents,

On two

pieces of rodent gut were found,

The only pellet

unidentified

Three of

cricetids,

found during the 1911 season re-

eight pocket gophers, four Microtus,

one ground squirrel,

Three of the pellets

insect and rodent remains.

cricetid.

and two unidentified

examined were from Kestrels
Other items found in pellets

of grass, Eriogonum seeds, and pieces of ba.:rk.
under the perch accounted for four additional

two
ro-

and contained
were strands

Bone fragments found
pocket gophers,

Main Telephone Line
Analysis of the 15 intact

pellets

and a few broken ones found

under the main telephone line in 19?0 showed remains of 12 pocket gophers,

two ground squirrels,

and one beetle.

Six berries

two Microtus, four unidentified

cricetids,

were found in one of the pellets.

E:xallin-
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ation of the assorted

skulls,

mandibles, teeth and other body parts found

under the telephone poles accounted for the remains of at least

four aore

pocket gophers.
In the 21 pellets

found under the poles during 1971 there were

remains of 16 pocket gophers, two ground squirrels,

Peromyscus, two unidentified

crieetids,

and one unidentified

other items were pieces of bark in one pellet
four other pellets.

and insect

two

rodent.

remains in

Bone fragments and other frey parts found under

the poles accounted for 11 pocket gophers, two
squirrels,

three llicrotus,

at least

one passerine

Microtus,three

ground

bird, and various insects.

Old Telephone Line
Only Kestrel

pellets

containing

1970 under the old telephone poles,
during 1971 were Kestrel
mains.

pellets

In the 11 other pellets

pocket gophers, two Microtus,
Floral

insect

remains were found during

and five of the 16 pellets

containing

only insect

collected

exoskeleton

re-

found during 1971 were remains of nine
two unidentified

parts were also found in one pellet·•

cricetids,

and two insects.

Bone fragments and prey

parts found under the poles showed remains of a Mierotus, a lagomorph,
an unidentified

rodent,

and at least

one passerine

bird.

Big Flat
The pellet

pieces collected

from under the dead aspen on Big

Flat during 1970 had remains of at least
(two or three)

cricetids.

The three pellets
ing the first

two pocket gophers and several

collected

from under the Big Flat perch dur-

part of the 1971 season bad remains of three pocket gophers,

one Microtus, and one lagomorph.

The pellet

found under the aspen tree
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used by the Red-tailed

Hawk contained remains of at least

one pocket

gopher and one Microtus.
Miscellaneous

Pellets

The analysis

of the eight pellets

found in and under the Long-

eared Owl nest showed remains of one pocket gopher, four Microtus, and
three unidentified
a peculiar
pellets

cricetids.

greenish

All of the Long-eared Owl pellets

coloration

took on this

to them.

coloration.

had

Both the fur and bones in the

A few pellets

collected

under the

perches and telephone poles of Sink Hollow had this same greenish

ca.st

to them.
The pellet

found under a conifer

north of the owl nest appeared

to be that of an owl and contained remains of two Microtus.
of the large pellet
morph remains.
the pellet
Finally,

Analysis

found on the ridge SWof Sink Hollow showed lago-

The appearance of the large broken bones and size of

indicated
the pellet

that it may have come from a Great Horned Owl,
found on the eml::ankmentof the stock water hole in

Sink Hollow appeared to be that of a large hawk, possibly
It contained pocket gopher remains and several

a Red-tail.

twig ends.

Summary of Prey Species Occurrence
Comparison of prey species
in table

occurrence in 1970 and 1971 is shown

3• Only 59 prey individuals

were detected

in pellets

and prey

remains found under the perches and telephone poles during the 1970 season.

Of the

59 individuals,

64,4%were pocket gophers, 23.7%cricetids

(Microtus and Peromyscus), 6.8%Uinta Ground Squirrels,
and 1.7% passerine

3.4%insects,

birds.

During the 1971 season there were over twice as many pellets

Comparison of prey occurrence under perches and telephone poles in Strawberry Valley,

Table 3•

Perch
no. 1

Prey
Species

Perch
no. 2

Perch
no. 3

Main
telephone
line

Old
telephone
line

Big
Flat
perch

70 71

70 71

38

64.4

75

54.3

0

0'

4

6.8

10

7.2

l

0

l

0

o.o

4

2.9

0

5

0

l

14

25

18.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

l

0

l

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

3

1

5

0

2

3 24

25

49

0 19

2

10

2

12

16 27

0

9

0

Uinta Ground Squirrels

0

l

2

2

0

1

2

6

0

0

La.gomorphs

0

l

0

l

0

0

0

0

0

Cricetids

6

3

l

l

1

6

6

9

Shrews

0

2

0

l

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

2

l

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

1

0

Insects

Total

26 23

5 18

1971

3

14

Birds

1970

%

18

Passerine

Total

N

70 71

Rodents

1971.

%

71 70 71 70 71

Unidentified

&

N

70

Pocket Gophers

1970

23.7

3

2.2

0

o.o
o.o

6

4.4

0

1

1.7

2

1 • .5

0

0

2

3.4

lJ

9.4

0

5

59 100.0

138

100.0
~

4?
and prey remains found under the perches and telephone poles as in 1970.
There was also a greater

least

diversity

1:,8 prey individuals

of prey species.

were accounted for.

Of

As a result,

at

the 1:,8 individuals

54.3%were pocket gophers, 18.1%cridetids

(Microtus and Peromvscus),

9.4% insects,

4.4%unidentified

7.2%Uinta Ground Squirrels,

2.9%lagomorphs, 2.2% shrews,

and 1.5%passerine

rodents,

birds.

The composition of any one prey species in prey remains was not
uniformly distributed
(Tables 4 and 5).

over the summer season for either

There was also no correlation

1971 seasonal occurrence of total
and main peak for total

19?0 or 1971

between the 1970 and

prey species (Fig. 12).

The first

prey taken in 1970 was in July, while the first:.

peak for 1971 was in June with another of equal magnitude in August.
The peaks were due ma.inly to the increased nWllber of gophers ta.ken during these periods.

There was no consistency

in the percent composition

nor in the percent frequency of occurrence of gophers in the total
analysis

prey

(Figs. 13 and 14).
Trapping Results
During the 1970 and 1971 trapping periods,.small Jll&JIUll&l
popula-

tions were low (Table 6).

A

total

of 14 individuals,

1.6%trap success,

were trapped during 1970. Approximately 70%of the total animals caught
-were small mammals, 10%were salamanders, and 20%were small birds.
all the mammalstrapped,
armatus, and

86%were Peromyscus ma.niculatus, 7%Spermophilus

7%Mustela frenata.

A total

19?1.

Of

of 18 small mammals, 2.0% trap success,

Approximately 86% of the total

and 14%were small birds.

Of all

wa.s trapped in

animals caught were small mr.lUl&ls

the mammalstrapped,

50%were E.• !!!D,-

Table 4. Semimonthly composition of prey individuals
and telephone poles in Sink Hollow, 1970.
June

Prey
Species

1-15

July

in pellets

and prey remains found under the perches

September

August

16-30 --1-15 16-31

1-15

16-31

1-15

16-30

Total

%
Composition

Pocket Gophers

0

0

15

9

3

7

0

4

38

64.4

Uinta Ground Squirrels

0

0

0

2

l

0

0

1

4

6.8

Cricetids
Microtus

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

3

5.1

Pe.r._om:Y§.£.Y.s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o.o

unidentified

0

0

3

2

3

1

0

2

11

18.6

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1.7

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

3.4

0

0

22

13

7

8

0

9

59

Passerine

Birds

Insects*
Total
*Contents of Kestrel

pellets

containing

only insect

100.0

remains are not included.

c;

Table 5• Semimonthly composition of prey individuals
and telephone poles in Sink Hollow, 1971.
Prey

June

Species
Pocket Gophers

July

in pellets

August

*1-15 16-30 ·1--15 16-31 ··1-15 16-31

and prey remains found under the perches

September

October

1-15 16-30

1-15 16-Jl

Total

%
Composition

14

13

5

3

18

12

l

3

l

2

72

53.7

Shrews

2

0

0

0

0

0

l

0

0

0

3

2.2

Uinta Ground Squirrels

0

1

0

2

l

4

2

0

0

0

10

7.5

Lagomorphs

0

.o

0

0

1

l

1

0

0

0

3

2.2

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

6

4.5

3

1

0

1

0

1

4

1

l

2

14

10 • .5

Peromyscus

0

0

0

0

0

l

2

0

0

0

3

2.2

Unidentified

2

1

0

0

3

1

0

1

0

0

8

6.o

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

1.5

Insects-ll-¼

1

4

1

0

3

1

0

3

0

0

lJ

9.7

Total

23

20

6

7

26

22

12

12

2

4

1)4

100.0

Unidentified

Rodents

Cricetids1
Micro_tus

Passerine

Birds

*Most of the pellets and prey remains collected on June 7 were left by raptors
-ll-¼Contentsof Kestrel pellets containing only insect remains are not included.

in May,
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Fig. 12. Semimonthly occurrence of prey individuals
remains for 1970 and 1971.
ieulatus,

\

in pellet

montanus, 11% were Thomomystalpoides,

and

and prey

6%Rattus

norvegieus.
Due to the higher number off•

maniculatus,

the best trapping

success both years was on the acre plot around perch no. J• The actual
small mammaltrapping
for 1971.

success on this

plot wa.s 4.0% for 1970 and 2.7%

Trapping success in 1971 was slightly

better

1970 around perches no. 1 and no. 2, but it was still

2.• !.,_rma.tus,A• tigrinum, li• montanus, and !• talpoides
during one of the trapping

periods,

their

than that in
very low.

Although

were only trapped

presence was detected

in the

study area during both years.
Gopher Population

Analysis

There was a great deal of gopher activity

in the Sink Hollow and
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Table 6.

Number of animals trapped per JOO trap-nights
Perch No.l

Species

Perch No.2 Perch No.3

1970 1971 1970 1971 1970 1971

per acre.

%Composition

Total
1970 1971

1970 1971

Peromyscus maniculatus

0

2

1

1

11

6

12

9

60

4J

Microtus montanus

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

6

0

29

Thom.omystalpoid~s

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

10

Bat~u~ norvegicus

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

5

0

0

0

0

1

0

l

0

5

0

Mustela frenata

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

5

0

Ambystoma~inum

0

0

0

0

2

0

2

0

10

0

Passerine

3

1

1

0

0

2

4

3

20

14

4

5

2

6

14

10

20

21

100

101

Spermophilus arma.tus

Total

Birds

.

'ta

53

Fig. 15.

Gopher winter casts

Big Flat areas of Strawberry Valley.
gopher winter casts

on Big Flat,

June 7, 1971.

In the spring and early summer,

were a commonoccurrence

in the study area (Fig,

15),

In some areas these casts formed an al.most solid network of earth cores
on the soil

It was not uncommonto see these hard casts smoth-

surface.

ering the lower vegetation
low-growing shrubs.
and after
ity,

early summer rains,

was minimal.

there was noticeable

mound building

pa.rt of August, mound wilding

It ~s at this

in 1970 and 1971 to try to detect

activ-

at tunnel

The fresh mounds became.more concentrated

pa.rt of August and reached their

pa.rt of September.

of some

During the early pa.rt of the summer a.fter snowmelt

During July and the first

entrances
latter

and even running up over portions

in the

peak about the middle or latter

time that the mound counts were ma.de
changes in gopher population

numbers

around the hunting perches,
The 0,10 acre counts of new gopher mounds in 1970 showed more
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Table ?, Comparison of number of new gopher mounds per 0.10 acre for
19?0 and 1971.
1 9 7 1

1 9 ? O
Perch

At
perch

100 feet
from perch

Ratio

perch

At

100 feet
from perch

Ratio

No. 1

16

24

111.5

J

6

1,2.0

No. 2

26

16

110.6

7

9

111.3

No. J

12

11

110.9

4

6

1,1.5

Big Flat

23

22

111.0

J

9

l1J,O

mounds than in 1971 (Table 7),

However, the ratio

of mounds per 0.10

acre at the perches to the mounds 100 feet from the perches decreased
in 1971, indicating

that there may have been more of a reduction

in gopher

numbers near the perches in 1971 than in 1970.
Regression analysis
1971 at the conclusion
a significant

of the study showed in some cases that there was

relationship

between distance

the number of new gopher mounds present
no. 1, there was a 99.5% probability
numbers positively
the correlation
dicated

correlated

coefficient

that at least

due to the increased
for perch no. 1 wasa

counts made in

of the gopher mound transect

from hunting perches and

{Table

8).

In the case of perch

that the change in gopher mound

to the distance

from the perch.

(R) was quite low (,2202),

However,

The R2 value in-

4.85%of the increase in the number of mounds was
distance

from the perch.

The regression

equation

Y=.179 + .024X

For perch no, 2 there was a 90% probability
gopher mound numbers positively

correlated

that the change in

to the distance

from the

Table 8, Regression analysis
new gopher mounds.

of the relationship

of distance

from hunting perches to number of

Level
of
significance

Correlation
Coefficient
(R)

Mean no,
mounds per
0.01 acre

Standa:rd
error of
the mean

F-value
at
199 d.f,

Perch No, 1

.7950

1.5860

10.0906

.995

.2202

,0485

Perch No, 2

.9000

1.6564

3.6897

.900

.1353

.0183

Perch No. 3

• 77.50

1.1.581

15 • .5442

.995

.2698

,0728

Telephone Line

.8250

1.3907

.6245

nonsignificant

Big Flat Perch

,8550

1.2776

.0926

nons1gn1ficant

Point of
reference

R2

VI

VI

~

perch.

Again the correlation

indicated

that at least

increased

distance

no. 2 was1

coefficient

The R2 value

1.83%of the increase in mounds is due to the

from the perch.

The regression

equation for perch

Y=.505+ .Ol5X

There was a 99.5%probability
numbers positively
correlation

was low (.1353).

correlated

coefficient

that the change in gopher mound

to the distance

from perch no. 3.

was higher (.2698) for this

perch than the pre-

The R2 value indicated

vious two perches mentioned.

The

that at least

7.28%of the increase in mounds was due to increased distance from the
perch.

The regression

equation for perch no. 3 wasa

There was no significant
distance

from the telephone
Comparison of total

the highest density

relationship

Y•.224 + .022X •

between gopher mounds and

line or the Big Flat perch.
gopher mounds showed that perch no. 2 had

of gopher mounds, approximately

Flat followed with 85.5 mounds per acre,

90 per acre.

the ma.in telephone

Big

line with

82.5, perch no. 1 with 79.5 and perch no, 3 with 77•5•
A !2 test
mounds exhibited

on gopher mound distribution
a clumped distribution

indicated

at a probability

that gopher
of .995.
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DISCUSSION
ANDCONCLUSIONS
The Strawberry Valley area of Wasatch County, Utah, is a suitable habitat

for many species

provides adequate nesting

of raptorial

sites,

raptor

evident from the influx
mer that many raptors
Specific
son and climate.

and varied raptor

of young birds in the latter

activity

in the valley

that any raptors

Spring migrants and nesting

(19.56) found that temperature

affected

Al-

it was

purposes.

was dependent on the sea-

Due to the severe winter conditions

valley during the spring snowmelt period.

and the duration

population.

part of the sum-

the area for reproductive

tain environment it was unlikely
berry Valley.

prey diversity,

nests were observed in the study area,

utilized

raptor

The montane community

hunting territories,

and prey numbers to maintain a sizable
though few active

birds.

of the high moun-

wintered in Straw-

birds probably entered the
Craighead and Craighead

migration dates,

nesting

dates,

of the breeding season in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. They

observed that the appearance of spring migrants closely
the snowmelt on southern exposures,

coincided with

and that the migrants gradually

worked northward as the snow receded.

Spring initiation

of raptors

Strawberry Valley probably followed the same general pattern.
pa.ck melted considerably

earlier

The snow

in 1971 than in 1970 and climatic

and warmer in 1971, As a result,

ditions

were also drier

earlier

use of the perches and poles by various raptors
The o:rder in which major raptor

into

con-

1971 showed
in Sink Hollow.

species moved into and out of

.58
the study area depended not only on their
but also on their
first

individual

response to climatic

conditions

nesting habits and migratory patterns.

The

raptor species to appear in Strawberry Valley in the spring was

most likely

the Great Horned Owl, Although its presence was not detect-

ed in the early pa.rt of the season, it is a well-known early nester.
Smith (1971) recorded nesting of the Great Homed Owl in the eastem

por-

tion of the Great Basin desert to begin as early as mid-February and
early March. Nesting in more northerly

latitudes

and higher altitudes

such as Strawberry Valley may occur as late as May (Bent, 1938).

Craig-

head and Craighead (1956) found that this owl begins nesting from midMarch to mid-April in Moose, Wyoming.
The most prominent raptors

in the area of Sink Hollow during

the early pa.rt of the Summerseason were the Red-tailed
time of their arrival
to inaceessability,

in the valley each spring was undetermined due
but Craighead and Craighead (1956) observed Red-

tails

in Jackson Hole by mid-March.

tails

retum from winter ranges during April (Luttich,

Stephenson, 1971).

Hawks. The

In Rochester, Alberta,

Bent (1937) records Red-tailed

Canada, Red-

Keith, and

Hawks retuming

to

Yellowstone Park by late March or early April.
The Swainson•s Hawk was the last major raptor to retum
valley from its distant

winter range.

in the study area were during the last
Platt

The first

sightings

of this hawk

week in June for both years.

(1971b) observed a pair of Swa.inson's Hawks exhibiting

displays

over Strawberry Valley on June 22, 1971.

(1913) the earliest

date of Swainson•s Hawkarrival

courtship

According to Cameron
in Montana is March

14, and the nesting date varies from early May to late June.
Decker (1934) recorded the first

to the

Bowles and

appearance of this hawk in the state

of
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Washington during the first
la:ying) date as May 15.

week of April and the average nesting

This is in accordance with the Wyomingdata of

Craighead and Craighead (19.56). The arrival

and nesting of Swainson's

Hawks in Strawberry Valley probably varied from individual
Indications
after,

(egg-

were that some di.dnot nest until

to individual.

late June or shortly

there-

while others may have nested as early as late Mayor early June.

Evidence of the earlier

nesting

time was the appearance of a family group

of Swainson•s in Sink Hollow during early August.
table and data presented

by Craighead. and Craighead

According to the time

(1956), these young

birds proba.bly came from eggs which were laid by early June.
The fall

migration of Swainson's Hawks from Strawberry Valley

by late August or early September, coincides

with the migratory trend

of these hawks in Yellowstone Park (Bent, 1937) and areas of Colom.do
(Ba.iley and Niedrach,
by nature,

1965). The Red-tailed

Hawk is also migratory by

and according to Bent (1937) it migrates from its

ranges in the West about mid-October.

A Red-tailed

summer

Hawkwas observed in

Sink Hollow as late as October 22, 1971, but the previous year all
tails

Red.-

were gone from the area by mid-October.
It was difficult

entered the valley

to determine when Kestrels

in the spring.

but may have been present

before this time.

spring llligrants in Illinois
shows spring migrations
seen in the fall
servations

They were first

(Sparrow Hawk)first

noticed in mid-June

Enderson (1960) observed

from late February into June, and :Bent.(1938)

to vary from February to April.

was on October 22, 1971.

The last Kestrel

This is consistent

with ob-

in Bent (1938).

Long-eared Owls may nest as early as March and as late as June,
with an incubation

time of about 21 days followed by a fledging

period

60
of about four to five weeks (Bent, 1938), Considering this
incubation

information,

of eggs in the nest near Sink Hollow probably began near mid-

Ma.y, indicating

that the adults

were in the area by late April or early

May, Bent (1939) records late fall

migration dates for these owls in

October and November. This se.ems to correlate

with the observations

of

the Strawberry Valley study, since these owls were observed as late as
October,
It is not known whether Golden Eagles actually
valley area,

Both observations

of these large raptors

ter half of June which is normally after
Eagles at lower elevations
Harriers

were in the lattime for Golden

(Smith, 1971),

(March Hawks) possibly

they were only seen during the latter
males were observed,

the fledging

nested in the

nested in the valley,
part of the 1971 season,

Bent (1937) records the spring migration

although
No adult
of these

birds mainly in March and April and egg laying from March to July in the
western United States.
Harriers

Dates for fall

migration are as late as November,

were in Sink Hollow as late as October 22, 1971,
The use of hunting perches by various birds of prey was obvious

in this study and has been noted by many other authors.
buteo hawks are partial
telephone poles,
Schnell

and fence posts (Errington

and Breckenridge,

that Red-tailed

tail

restrict

its

perches and the sedentary
"plasticity"

Acco:rd.ing to him,

perching habits

and use of the habitat.

Austing (1964) the use of a hunting perch by Red-tails
than taking prey from the wing.

1938a).

Hawks spend considerable

time just watching for prey from a perched position.
lack of suitable

of

to perching places on the tops of dead trees,

1968) indicated

(G.D.,

Most species

of the Red-

Acco:rd.ing to
is more common
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Although there has been little
ing habits
scribe

recorded about the specific

of Swainson's Hawks, both May (1935) and Sprunt

its use of hunting perches.

It.was

(1905) Kestrels

often use various

(1955) des-

the most commonlarge hawk

seen using the perches and poles in Sink Hollow,
tor observed using them was the Kestrel,

perch-

The most nWllerous rap-

and according to Doubleday

types of perches to watch for their

prey,
Owl species are also known for their
Tryon

use of hunting perches.

(1943) observed a Great Gray Owl (Strix nebulosa) taking pocket

gophers from its perch in a 25 foot Douglas Fir in Montana.

Austing

and Holt (1966) indicate

of the

that the ordinary hunting technique

Great Homed Owl is to use a perch and wait for prospective
pass beneath,

It is not known if Long-eared Owls effectively

ing perches since they are extremely nocturnal
while hunting,

Evidence from this

victims to
use hunt-

and are seldom observed

study, however, indicates

that they

may use them occasionally,
Use of the perches and poles in a relatively
large number of raptors

is very unlikely

ial defense behavior exhibited

because of the strong territor-

by these birds,

in the Sink Hollow area indicated

small area. by a

Interactions

that only one large raptor

of raptors
species at

a time could occupy and use the area of the perches and telephone
and in most cases, during the early pa.rt of the season,
ual of any species

was present at one time,

season it was more commonto see several
species

together

As previously

in the study area,

indicated,

were non-nesting

birds;

only one individ-

In the latter

diurnal

raptors

poles;

part of the
of the same

These were prol:ably family groups,

most of the ra.ptors using the Sink Hollow area
therefore,

there was possibly

less territorial
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display

than might have been expected.
The bird showing the most dominance in the area was the non-

breeding dark phase Swa.inson•s Hawk which was present
and August each year,

The reason for this

bird's

the area was prol:e.bly because of his familiarity
According to Nice (1941) "conditioning
the best stimulus

situation;

throughout July

ability

to dominate

with the surroundings,

to an area puts an animal into

the support from the familiarity

of the

environment enables it to be dominant there."
Even with the territorial

conflict,

various species

of ra.ptors

were able to use the perches and poles in Sink Hollow by partitioning
their

times of use,

The partitioning

Hawkand the Red-tailed

of use between the Swainson's

Hawk was ma.inly seasonal,

with Red-tails

ing the area early and late while the Swa.inson's Hawk utilized
mid-season,

However, due to the crepuscular

Swainson's Hawk, an occasional

Red-tail

hunting activity

to be mid-day hunters than the Swainson's,
hunting pattern

Smith (1971) records this

for these two ra.ptor species,

Great Horned Owls are sometimes quite

and Holt, 1966), and this habit may result
the more crepuscular
turnal

of the

were more inclined

Owls were able to use the perches simultaneously
ra.ptors,

it 1n

was able to use the perches and

telephone poles in mid-season because the Red-tails

same diumal

utiliz-

with diumal

crepuscular

in their

(Austing

conflicting

hawks; however, Long-eared Owls are strictly

with
noc-

(Doubleday, 1905) and only .have to contend with other owls for

use of the hunting perches.
Habitual use of a single
hibited

by a particular

individual

discrimination

perch or group of perches 1s often ex-

ra.ptor or group of ra.ptors,

This may be due to

by the birds or to advantages of one perch

6J
over the other or both.
of Red-tailed
es.

Fitch,

(1946) were able to map territories

et al.

Hawks by observing the birds'

The preference

been a conditioned

habitual

use of certain

perch-

for perch no. 1 in Sink Hollow during 1970 could have
response due to the use of the perch by the same :rap-

tors in 1969 when the other two perches were not yet present.
Preference

exhibited

for the telephone

in Sink Hollow may be due to greater
the area certainly

indicated

poles west of the fence

abundance of prey.

more gopher activity

Examination of

on the west side.

Use of the Big Flat perch may have been infrequent
preference

for the more secluded aspen perches in the area.

is a small area,

sufficient

the flat.

out onto the flat;

The hunting perch was erected

consequently,

its use may not offer

added advantage over that of the aspens,
The manipulated hunting perches and telephone

the only important

perches used by .raptorial

The use of l:are branches on conifers
for diurnal
tional

raptors,

function

and aspens appeared to be important

it is most likely

since many of the birds observed were utilizing

Fitch,

et al.

When trees

and prey more scarce

terrain

upon which hawks may easily

are scarce along these ridges,

or rock outcrops,

and also provide

ascend from their

perches.

hawks may use large boulders

or may even perch on the ground.

these ridge perches as territorial

tree

(1946) suggest that such ridges pro-

vide perches with views commanding extensive
air currents

may have provided addi-

that others had a somewhat

perches along ridges where hunting was difficult
than in the valley.

poles were not

birds in Strawberry Valley.

While some of these trees

hunting perches,

different

rising

Big Flat

and hawks and owls may have adequate vantage points

from the aspens surrounding
only 150 feet

due to the

surveillance

sites

The importance of
and easy access to

air

currents

cannot be overlooked.

Raptor pellets

and other prey remains found under a specific

hunting perch do not necessarily
the vicinity

of that perch.

owl castings

are regurgitated

therefore,

tate

prey individuals

before the owl leaves its diurnal

roosts,

so it is likely

the remains of the previous day's kill

roosts

found under a favored

On the other hand, hawks regurgitate

nocturnal

taken in

According to Austing and Holt (1966) most

there would be very few owl pellets

hunting perch.
terleaving

represent

their

pellets

af-

that a hawk may regurgiunder the favored hunting

perch where he took the prey the day before.
Sometimes a hawk will eat its
portions

of the prey may be left

prey where it has killed

there as evidence.

for prey remains not compacted into a pellet.
tions

of rodent anatomy, espeoially

hunting perch indicating
prey on the spot.

that a raptor

This seems to

A considerable

number of

The rest

the animals were caught and

of the body was torn apart and

depending on the size of the prey and the particular

of the bird of prey.

Errington

Hawks regularly

These

gophers taken near the perch.

as evidenced by gut remains found under some perches,

and Red-tailed

eaten the

to those found in pellets.

and mandibles probably represent

brought tack to the perch.

entirely

por-

and mandibles were found under the perches and poles of

Their heads were torn off and dropped after

eaten,

occasions

were found under or near a

and do not appear in the pellet.

Sink Hollow; these were in addition
skulls

On several

that the heads of some prey

in the case of some pocket gophers.

gopher skulls

and

This would account

had eaten or partially

Brooks (1929a) stated

organisms are rejected
be true

skulls,

it,

or bolted
habits

(1932a) found that captive Horned Owls
eat the heads of their

prey first.

Accord-

ing to Craighead and Craighead (1956) owls swallow small- and mediumsized prey whole while larger

prey and then tear it to bits and swallow it in rela-

Hawks pluck their
tively

animals are tom apart and then consumed.

small pieces.
Errington

(1930, 19J2a) and Craighead and Craighead (1956) state

that whereas pellets

may reflect

quite consistently

owls, those of hawks are often not an accurate
this

is that hawks generally

lets

than do owls.

digest

Errington

fair

animals eaten.

The reason for

and quantify

there is little

represent

only 5%to 20% of

Even so he says that pellets

doubt that analysis

prey

(1932a) claims that undigested

of buteos give

data, and Craighead and Craighead (19.56) state

qualitative

of

more of the bone fragments in pel-

bones in a given lot of hawk pellets;.may
the total

index.

This makes it hard to identify

remains in hawk pellets.

the food habits

of a sufficient

that

number of pellets

will show the feeding trend of raptors.
While analyzing

pellets

evident that rodent teeth
raptor

digestion.

were the osseous remains most resistant

and were easy to tell

which made prey identification

in the raptor
distinguishable

pellets.

Ground Squirrel

from other rodent fur,

able from that of most cricetids..

no pellet

easier

material

unidentified

Portions

of ro-

were also prevalent

and lagomorph fur was easily
but gopher fur was indistinguish-

to identify

that did not contain identifiable

corded as containing

apart.

In most cases,

adequate osseous evidence in pellets
The few pellets

to

The claws of pocket gophers and Uinta Ground Squirrels

were also very resistant
dent skulls

from the Strawberry Valley study it was

rodents.

however, there was
the prey organisms.
bones or fur were re-

Errington

(1932a) wams that

save bones should be accepted for quantitative

stud-
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ies,

and Craighead and Craighead (1956) pa.ired incisors

other bone fragments to obtain quantitative
were followed to obtain quantitative

data.

Similar procedures

data in the Strawberry Valley study.

When fur characteristics

alone were used to identify

only one prey individual

was counted per sample of fur.

The prey data presented
show complete quantitative

in the results

analyses

do not

taken by raptors.

more than what was represented

and prey rerna.ins1 however, as suggested by the Craigheads

(1956), the analyses

of pellets

and prey material

found in this study

show important trends and comparative relationships
of the collective

raptor

in prey composition

diet.

Swainson's Hawks take the largest
Hollow since they are the primary raptor
July and August when the greatest
mains.

a prey species,

of this thesis

of prey species

The number of prey items taken was likely
in the pellet

and grouped

Sprunt (1955) refers

number of gophers in Sink
species

in the hollow during

number of gophers occur in prey re-

to the Swainson's Hawk as the "Gopher Hawk"

because of its habit of taking pocket gophers.
McAtee (1935), Doubleday (1905), and Platt

May (1935), Fisher (1893),

(197la) all record pocket

gophers in the diet of the Swainson•s Hawk. According to Craighead and
Craighead (1956) and Bowles and Decker (1934), ground squirrels

make up

the largest

percentage

mice,

amphibians,

lagomorphs, and insects

of the Swainson's Hawk's diet with field

by Bailey (1918), Errington

being of lesser

and Breckenridge

were certainly

of insects.

found in Swainson•s pellets

were only a small part of the total

diet.

Works

(1938a), Munro (1929),

Cameron (1913), and White (1966) show a predilection
Swainson•s Hawk for a concentrateddiet

importance.

exhibited

by the

Although insects

in Strawberry Valley,

they
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Red-tailed

Hawks also prey upon pocket gophers in Sink Hollow;

however, ground squirrels

may be more important

areas of Strawberry Valley, especially
head and Craighead (1956), Luttich,
and Seidensticker
item in nesting

during the nesting

diets

period.

diet

during the nesting

et al.

(1970), Fitch,

(1970) found ground squirrels
Red-tail

in their

in other

season.
et al.

Craig(1946),

to be the most important

because of the abundance of young squirrels

Each of these authors also recorded consid-

erable numbers of pocket gophers in the diet.

Pellett

nesting

number of pocket gophers.

Red-tailed

Hawks taking a considerable

(1912) observed

He concluded that the pocket gopher was brought to the nest more often
than any other single
Red-tails,
rats,

food item.

Other important prey species

as expressed by the fore,-going authors,

microtins,

game birds,

in the study area it may

account for a few of the pocket gophers taken.

habitat.

are lagomorphs, wood

and reptiles,

When the Great Horned Owl is present

(1932b) the food habits

taken by

According to Errington

of this owl vary considerably

This is true with any raptor

species.

depending on the

Cunningham (1960),

Alcorn (1942), and Bond (1940) show pocket gophers to be a substantial
item in the diet of the Horned Owl. Brodie and Maser (1967), Seidensticker

(1968), and Platt

the owl's diet.
squirrels,

(1971a) record gophers as a minimal part of

They found other prey species

such as cricetids,

ground

lagomorphs, and other small rodents to be more important food

items for this large owl,
Long-eared Owls in the study area rely more heavily on smaller
mouse-type rodents such as Microtus and Peromyscus for food.
eight prey individuals

detected

in the analysis

Long-eared Owl nest only one was a gopher.

of pellets

Of the

found at the

The others were all

cricetids.
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Several other pellets

which appeared to be those of Long-eared Owls conArmstrong (19.58),

tained a few gophers, but mainly smaller rodents.

Cahn and Kemp (1930), Reynolds (1970), Spiker (1933), and Warthin and
Van Tyne (1922) found Microtus to be the most important
Long-eared Owl pellets.

Peromyscus

also important as prey.

Lange and Mikita (1959) found only two pocket

gopher remains in 75 pellets
in their

findings

and various

prey item in

from Arizona.

species

of Sorex were

The most prominent prey item

was Perognathus.

Although it was not observed, Harriers

in the study area around

Sink Hollow pro'tably took a few gophers as well as other rodents and
According to May (1935) food habits

birds.

Hawk vary greatly
sist

in different

of mammals, reptiles,

shown to be present

places and seasons.

amphibians,

and birds.

in the diet of Harriers

or Marsh

Prey items may conPocket gophers were

by McAtee (1935) and Breck-

(1935). Other important prey organisms are cottontails,

enridge
squirrels,

mice, and birds
Kestrels

birds,

of the Harrier

(Errington,

ground

1933).

in the study area depend ma.inly on small rodents,

and especially

insects

for their

Kestrel

pellet

raptors

may take pocket gopher-size

sustenance.

did contain gopher remains,

An occasional

indicating

that these small

prey under some conditions,

Accord-

ing to Fisher

(1893) the Kestrel or Sparrow Hawk is almost exclusively

insectivorous

except when insects

cult to obtain.

birds and shrews.

to take mouse-sized juvenile

sparrows, and large amounts of grasshoppers
listed

grasshoppers)

Other food items recorded by Fisher

small lagomorphs, many different
found Kestrels

(primarily

grubs and ants as important Kestrel

are diffi-

(1893) were gophers,
Errington

ground squirrels,
and beetles.

(1933)
cricetids,

Brodkorb (1928)

food items, and according

to,

Heintzelman

(1964)spring

and summer Sparrow Hawk food in Pennsylvania

was ma.inly Microtus with.some carabid beetles
There are other species
are noted for taking considerable
Great Grey Owl (Strix
Tryon, 1943).

nebulosa)

and passerine

birds.

of owls not recorded in this study which
numbers of pocket gophers.

One is the

(see Craighead and Craighead,

19.56,and

The other is the Barn Owl (In.Q. alba).

(1893),

Fisher

Lange and Mikita (1959), and Evans and Emlen (1947) found pocket gophers
to be one of the staples
The fluctuating

in the Barn Owl diet.
occurrence of ra.ptor pellets

and other prey re-

mains found under perches and telephone poles in Sink Hollow is dependent on the number of ra.ptors utilizing
head

(19.56)suggest

predator
chiefly

the area.

that prey vulnerability

and prey densities,

and predator

Craighead and Craig-

is largely
density

a relation

itself

is determined

by prey density.
The total

raptor

gophers taken from hunting perches by the collective

population

prey taken.

in Sink Hollow is directly

proportional

to the total

However, the composition of gophers in the prey analysis

does not remain uniform, nor does the frequency of occurrence.
two values increase
in total

and decrease along with the increase

gophers taken.

prey population
hibit

of

a constant

These

and decrease

(1956)a

According to Craighead and Craighead

that exhibits

a constant

vulnerability

composition in the respective

will also ex-

predator's

diet.

would suggest that pocket gophers are not equally vulnerable

This

throughout

the summer season in the Sink Hollow study area.
Pocket Gophers are most vulnerable
the surface during active
is generally

mound building

in the spring after

when they repeatedly
periods.

snowmelt and after

come to

One of these periods
spring rains.

At
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this

time the gophers may even be flooded out of their

exposed to predator
may increase

attacks.

The other period of mound building

gopher vulnerability

and early fall.

At this

to establish

This accounts for the increased

prey vulnerability
food habits.

is during the late

summer

gophers are forced out of the
burrow systems of their

mounding activity

at this

time,

own.
(Reid,

Pocket gopher vulnerability

of prey individuals

percent

riods of active
in the first

(1938) and Craighead and Craighead (1956)

can often be shown by analyses

found in Sink Hollow.
highest

which

1966).
According to Errington

position

to predation

time the juvenile

pa.rental burrows and disperse

et al.,

burrows and hence

detected

The greatest

was well expressed

in pellet

by gophers.

pa.rt of July and the latter

in 1970 was quite

late due to a late

In 1971 the spring mounding was early
warm, dry spring weather.

In 1970 these periods

raptor

The low population
for the high percentage
of the study area.

pa.rt of August, and in 1971
The spring mounding

snowmelt and late spring rains.
because of an early snowmelt and
1n spring

diet.

numbers of alternate

prey species

Pearson (1971) found in California

during low populations

activity

by the composition of young go-

of pocket gophers in the collective

phers serve as an important

were

gophers was about one half month earlier

in 1971 than in 1970, as was reflected
phers in the collective

occurred during pe-

Because of this difference

of the juvenile

in the com-

and other prey remains

composition of gophers in the diet
mound building

raptor

numbers of gophers taken and the

they were from June to July and again in August.

the dispersal

of various

emergency food for terrestrial

of Microtus californicus.

may account
raptor

diet

that pocket gocarnivores

Craighead and Craig-
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head (1956) concluded that the most vulnerable
more individuals
an expectation

available

per raptor;

of more intense

higher populations

Sink Hollow trapping

results.

predation

on the denser prey populations.

species

in the collective

that

predator

to the occurrence of that prey

prey population.

Uinta Ground Squirrels

According to visual

were possibly

to large raptors

appeared as the third highest

diurnal ard crepuscular

in the

This is in agreement with

in the diet of a collective

proportional

group of prey available
squirrel

prey species

of Craighead and Craighead (1956) which advocates

is directly

servation,

Cricetids

They were also the second most numerous

the occurrence of a prey species
population

(1946) views.

than other alternate

prey item found in the food habit analysis.
the statement

have

hence, chance alone would give

This is also in accordance with Errington•s
did exhibit

prey populations

feeding habits

study area may have also had an affect

the third

ob-

most abundant

in the study area,

and the

group in the prey analysis.
of the predominant raptors

The
in the

on the occurrence of prey species

in the prey remains.
It is difficult
populations
casts,

to accurately

by counting visible

to

be

trends

in pocket gopher

gopher signs such as mounds, winter

and earth plugs __ Contributing

of mound distribution

assess

to this difficulty

clumped rather

is the tendency

than random or uniform. How-

ever, counting mounds to census pocket gophers has been shown to be a
valid method by Richens (1965), Beck and Hansen (1966), and Reid, et al.

(1966). In Utah, Richens (1965) found summer periodic counts of two
weeks' accumulation

of mounds to have a 0.83 correlation

with gopher

numbers, and cumulative mound counts in August to have o.82 correlation.
In Colorado, Reid, et als (1966) found a positive

curvilinear

relation-·
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ship between signs ma.deand the number of gophers in a two day period
in the fall,

The correlation

index was 0.97,

In Strawberry Valley the 1970 mound counts were conducted according

to the method described

polation

from the regression

age of approximately

(1966), and extra-

in Reid, et al,

curve of that study indicates

an aver-

20 gophers per acre in the Strawberry Valley area

with a range of 14-26.

Richens (1965) found the average density

of

gophers on native mountain range in Utah to be from 27-39 per acre.
This is probl.bly a closer

to Richens'

periodic

curve gives an unrealistic
The reason for this
tivity

resulting

mounding activity

gopher population

counts,

and extrapolation

in

gopher density

low estimate

from his regression

of 12-13 animals per acre.

is due to the decreased mounding ac-

from a hot, dry summer, According to Richens
progressively

and mounding activity
of the actual

of the actual

However, mound counts in 1971 were conducted simi-

Strawberry Valley.
larly

estimate

decreases

(1967),

during prolonged dry periods,

toward the end of these periods is not indicative

gopher density,

Ratio comparisons of the 1970 and 1971 mound counts and regression

analysis

of the mound transect

(at .995 and .900 levels)

reduction

counts indicate

of gopher mounds near the three

manipulated hunting perches in Sink Hollow,
curves show that this
lation

index indicates

due to predation

reduction

may be very slight,

exerted by raptors.

nature of gopher mounds and the effects

statistical

analyses

However, the regression
and the low corre-

that only a small pa.rt of this reduction

pressures

on gopher distribution

a significa.nt.-

are,

Because of the clumped

of the heterogeneous

there remains a question

may be

habitat

as to how valid the

If gopher mounds were more uniform in dis-
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trlbution,

the statistical

shown a greater
raptor
least

analysis

controlling

predation

pressure

effect

of the transect

counts may have
as a result

on gopher populations

around the hunting perches.

does not give any negative

indications

of

Even so, it at

as to raptor

control

of

gopher populations.
The total
surrounding

impact of raptor

predation

on the gopher populations

the hunting perches is not clear at this time; however,

it is evident from the high gopher content in the collective
diet that the birds do have some effects
my opinion that raptors

mediate vicinity

on these populations.

It is

can reduce the number of gophers in the im-

of a frequently-used

would have been more indications
if raptors

:ra.ptor

hunting perch.

I believe

there

of this in the Strawberry Valley study

had not had such a wide choice of perches from which to hunt.

The availability

of all

the telephone

poles in Sink Hollow and the num-

erous aspen perches around Big Flat caused the hunting pressure
by the :ra.ptors concerned to be distributed
this pressure

over a wide area.

exerted
If all

of

could have been exerted from only a few hunting perches,

there may have been a more marked reduction

of pocket gophers•

How-

ever, there must be an adequate number of hunting perches to assure a
substantial

hunting success.

use of a specific

When prey individuals

become too scarce,

perch will no longer be advantageous,

and predaceous

birds may be forced to hunt elsewhere to maintain themselves.
Schnell (J.H.,
prey population
lation

1968) indicates,

predation

is no longer effective

or advantageous for the predator

ha.a been reduced to a certain

level

As

after

on the

the prey popu-

("predator-limited

carry-

ing capacity").
Raptor use of hunting perches is a spscial

case of predation,
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whereas, most predation
ulation

tends to affect

and to level off fluctuating

the excess number in a prey pop-

population

continued use of a hunting perch may initiate
cut into a prey population
ing a significantly
predation

which is naturally

limited

of young per year.

of gophers in an area,

creates

or maintain-

by territorial

As raptors

start

ing year when juveniles
Thus, the potential

once again disperse

since recruitment

behavior

young in the

taking gophers near the perch,

by dispersing

population

such

There can be only a set number

juveniles

when some of these are taken another void is created

sure.

which

true with a pocket

except when females are rearing

a void which is filled

realized

pressures

in the prey reaching

1956). This may be especially

and only one litter

maternal burrow.

predation

lower level than it would if it did not suffer

(Errington,

gopher population

and result

1946),

curves (Errington,

this

in the fall,
until

and

the follow-

into the unoccupied area.

of gophers around the perch may never be

cannot overcome the constant

In the case of Strawbery Valley,

ra.ptor control

predation

pres-

of a population

around a hunting perch may not be quite so pronounced since the habitat
is not suitable

for year-round

raptor

there long enough to create a limited

use; however, the birds may be
void around a frequently

used

hunting perch.
From the results
perches are important
prey.

of this

study,

to ra.ptorial

it is evident

birds in aiding them to spot and take

Such perches are important also as territorial

sites.

Manipulation

sidered

in suitable

predation

of artificial
habitats

on rodent pests.

surveillance

perches for raptors

in order to assist
However, considerable

so that perches are placed in fairly

that hunting

should be con-

and facilitate

ra.ptor

care should be taken

secluded but adequate areas so
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that ra.ptors will be free from human harrassment

and indiscriminate

shooting.
There is a need for additional
role of hunting perches in aiding

research

to substantiate

ra.ptors to control

the

prey populations.
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SUMMARY
Preliminary

observations

made by Uinta National Forest person-

nel during 1968 and 1969 in Strawberry Valley,
indicated

that raptorial

Wasatch County, Utah,

birds may be important agents in controlling

pocket gopher populations

poles and other strategi•

around telephone

cally

located hunting perches in areas of high gopher density.

this,

two additional

hunting perches were erected

To test

during June, 1970,

in the Sink Hollow area of Strawberry Valley to complement the one perch
previously

by the Forest Service in October, 1968. A perch

installed

was also erected

on Big Flat west of Strawberry Reservoir

Observations

and field

investigations

of the hunting perches and telephone poles,
the effects

of predation

the perches,

and the identity

of raptor utilization

the food habits

of raptors

on the gopher populations

and relative

1970.

were made during the 1970

and 1971 summer seasons to determine the extent

in the area,

in July,

numbers of alternate

near
prey

species.
Strawberry Valley was found to be a suitable
riety

of raptorial

territories,
raptor

birds.

There were adequate nesting

and prey abundance and diversity

population.

Although there was little

immediate study areas,

habitat

there was considerable

sites,

to sustain
nesting

for a vahunting

a substantial

activity

in the

evidence that raptors

did

nest and produce young in Strawberry Valley.
A specific

trend of raptor

occurrence and utilization

Sink Hollow study area was exhibited.

of the

The order in which major raptor
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species moved into and out of the area depended on climatic
dividual

nesting habits,

and migratory patterns.

Sink Hollow area by ra.ptors was partitioned
a nocturnal

active

vs. diurnal

interspecific

basis;

The specific

Generally,

in-

use of the

on a seasonal as well as on

however, there were still

and intra.specific

factors,

territorial

instances

of

conflict.

ra.ptors which used the hunting perches and tele-

phone poles were the Swainson's Hawk, Red-tailed

Hawk, American Kestrel

(Sparrow Hawk), Great Horned Owl, and Long-eared Owl. The perches were
used by these birds for purposes of hunting,
territorial

surveillance.

The best use indices

proved to be actual

sightings

of ra.ptor feathers,

pellets,

noticeable

preference

exhibited

of the individual

as hunting perches;

while others,

probl.bly more beneficial

and the presence

under them.

There was

perches or

changed according to the

birds in the area.
for diurnal

and

of the perches and poles

by the birds for certain

This preference

important pa.rt of the habitat

resting,

of birds on the perches,
and prey remains

groups of telephone poles.
habits

preening,

Tree perches were also an
birds of prey.

Some were used

such as those along ridge tops, were

as territorial

surveillance

sites

and easy

access to air currents.
Analyses of raptor

pellets

and prey remains found under perches

and telephone poles in Sink Hollow showed important trends and comparative relationships
Of

of prey composition of the collective

the 59 prey individuals

detected

in prey remains during 1970, 64.4%

6.8% Uinta Ground

were Northern Pocket Gophers, 23.7% cricetids,
Squirrels,
individuals
cricetids,

3.4% insects,

and 1,7% passerine

accounted for in 1971,

9,4% insects,

ra.ptor diet.

birds.

54.3%were

7.2% ground squirrels,

Of the 138 prey

pocket gophers, 18,1%

4,4% unidentified

rodents,
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2.9% lagomorphs, 2,2% shrews, and 1,5% passerine
All of the prey species

showed varied periods

since none of them occurred in a constant
stant

percentage

of the total

This was especially
tionship

prey taken throughout

periods of active

rence of gophers in the collective
of vulnerable

gophers in the latter

were dispersing

study season.

There was a direct
mound building

diet.

rela-

and occur-

The greatest

portion

part of the summer and early fall

showed low concentrations

around the hunting perches,

and ground squirrels
dant alternate

either

juveniles.

Trapping results
species

raptor

of vulnerability,

frequency or ma.deup a con~

true for pocket gophers.

between vulnerable

birds.

Cricetids

were respectively

prey species

of alternate

(Peromyscus and Microtus)

the first

and second most abun-

This was also reflected

present,

prey

in the

prey composition,
Predation
assess

effects

on the gopher populations

were difficult

due to the clumped nature of gopher mound distribution

heterogeniety

of the habitat.

but significant

and the

However, mound counts did indicate

(at .995 and .900 levels)

the hunting perches in Sink Hollow.
tion on the gopher populations

to

reductions

The total

surrounding

slight

of gophers near

impact of raptor

preda-

the hunting perches is not

clear at this time, but it is evident from the high gopher content in
the prey analysis

that these birds may have some reducing effects

the gopher populations,

especially

on the current

There is a need for additional
of hunting perches in helping raptors
ulations.
sidered

juveniles.

studies

to substantiate

the role

to control

undesirable

rodent pop-

Placement of perches in such studies
so as to safeguard

year's

on

should be carefully

con-

birds of prey from undue human harrassment.
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RAPTOR PREDATION ON POCKET GOPHER POPULATIONS
BY THE USE OF HUNTING PERCHES
Robert C, Christensen
Department of Zoology
M,S. Degree, August 1972

ABSTRACT
Raptorial birds often use hunting perches in order to spot their
prey, The habitual use of a specific perch concentrates a ra.ptor's hunt
ing perimeter and may result in a reduction of the prey species present,
To test this hypothesis hunting perches were placed on National Forest
range land in areas of high pocket gopher density to see whether ra.ptors
would be attracted to the perches and in turn effectively control the
pocket gopher populations present,
The specific raptors which used the manipulated perches for pur
poses of hunting, preening, resting, and territorial surveillance were
the Swainson's Hawk, Red-tailed Hawk, Sparrow Hawk, Great Horned Owl,
and Long-eared Owl, Analyses of ra.ptor pellets and prey remains found
under the perches showed that pocket gophers comprised from 54,3% to
64,4% of the total prey individuals taken, Gopher mound counts conduct
ed near the hunting perches indicated a slight but significant reduction
of pocket gophers near the hunting perches. However, the total impact of
ra.ptor predation on the gopher population is not clear at this time, and
additional research is needed,
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